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This project considers the incorporation of new technologies and media into the 

writing classroom and proposes an alternative pedagogy that utilizes emerging 

technologies to create virtual public spaces where students can experiment with new 

writing practices. Drawing on psychoanalytic and post-structuralist theories of writing 

practices, the thesis argues for the establishment of virtual platforms as a secondary 

site for students outside of the classroom setting and minimally restricted by the 

instructor. This dislocation of the scene of electronic writing removes emerging 

technological platforms from the institutional setting governed by outdated literary 

practices and liberates the student to explore and experiment with the undeveloped 

practices of electracy, the electronic analog to literacy. The project suggests that 

through these free spaces students can redevelop their sense of agency and voice as 

well as reflect on their relationship with writing practices and position as a subject in a 

global community. Through the proposed approach, students develop as individuals 

capable of adapting to that emergent technology which features unstable grammar and 

rhetoric. Acknowledging the problems of evaluating writing practices in such a liberated 
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space of invention, this project opens a discussion that questions traditional pedagogies 

of control and mastery in order to encourage a flexible student subject capable of 

intervening and participating in new public spheres.
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CHAPTER 1
THE ALIEN SPACE OF DESIRE

The growth in public access and use of new media technologies exerts pressure 

on what were once considered traditional writing practices. Cultural memes, 

neologisms, catch phrases circulate through social media platforms, shifting in and out 

of vogue, leaving a trail of unstable signifiers and forms that retain the traces of their 

distorted predecessors. As one popular trend disseminates, spreading throughout a 

networked culture, it turns the controlled language of traditional writing practices on 

itself, introducing an interpretation of a transplanted, or in some cases novel, approach 

to thinking about writing. Such blending and bending places the notion of “teachable” 

writing practices in question. How are acts of composition to be taught with any sense of 

permanence when the very forms of writing are changing? The attempt to teach a 

“proper” form of writing always comes too late, equipping the student with the tools of 

what had been effective communication tactics. These tactics, now constantly found 

wanting, leave us lost in the search for consistent pedagogical methods. Better to give 

up fantasies of stability in favor of a new pedagogical perspective that embraces the 

disorienting effects of a (post)modernized culture. Teachers of writing might seek to turn 

the force of the disruptive and constantly evolving media-forms against (and, 

paradoxically, with) the composition classroom, developing emergent 

counterpedagogies for an anarchistic electronic space: one that is occupied by students 

but minimally governed by the pedagogue, one that disrupts any remnants of traditional 

pedagogical control that might misguide the student by offering outdated perspectives 

on writing.
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In the early 1990s, a wave of discontent with the persistence of stable pedagogy in 

an unstable condition of knowledge began to crest, marking a path to confront the 

epistemological and communicative instability that characterizes mass media culture. 

Riding this crest, Victor Vitanza articulated a need for “postpedagogical” interventions in 

the field of composition. His essay, “Three Countertheses: Or, A Critical In(ter)vention 

into Composition Theories and Pedagogies,”  addresses the roles that theories and 

practices in composition and rhetoric might best act out in a postmodern age. Vitanza 

extends the arguments of theorists such as Jean-Francois Lyotard, Gilles Deleuze, and 

Felix Guattari to the question of teaching writing. He argues that, in contrast to the 

demands of traditional pedagogy for a controlled learning situation (and to what he 

called the “will to pedagogy”),  a postmodern play of linking and wandering was not only 

more theoretically appropriate but also more ethical. He emphasizes resisting any 

systematic pedagogical language that offers the illusion of controlling writing. Such a 

counterpedagogy would be a subversive process outside of process pedagogy, one that 

resists the systematic, pragmatic controlling of language. Vitanza's “method” was 

paralogy, or following the “wrong answers” that consensus attempts to silence in order 

to maintain authority. Paralogy, as he saw it, resists the attempt to assert homological 

pressure on knowledge, turning suppressed interpretations and opinions against the 

established, controlled viewpoint of what is certain. Paralogy, in this sense, is 

subversion through play, not motivated by a discursive agenda (the impulse to say “my 

view should be dominant”), but rather a sense of “just gaming” (Vitanza 147).

Vitanza's resistance to traditional pedagogy relies on misdirection and 

disorientation. It situates the student rather than the teacher as the subject of the course 
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in an attempt to sidestep traditional knowledge forms and practices. In general, a 

paralogic approach tries to displace the territorial familiarity of the classroom. It removes 

the student from his or her familiar expectations. Instead, the student is set on a 

nomadic, wandering search in order to navigate the unstable writing situation. This 

abandonment of a comfortable scene of knowledge is vital to promoting adaptive and 

innovative writing, generated by the student rather than the teacher.  

The problem with such programs of resistance is that they occur within 

overdetermined institutional spaces. As long as student and teacher are in a space that 

constantly reminds them of their obligations, any attempt at disruption is contained; in 

other words, the traditional classroom cannot, by itself, disorient and disrupt. It must be 

supplemented by a force from outside that (re)turns the classroom into one of many 

nodes. It (temporarily) de-prioritizes the idea of institutional obligations to the university 

and introduces a platform of uncontrolled experimentation where the traditional lessons 

can be worked-through in a new context, one in which the student's own daily behaviors 

and writing practices become the subject of development. Between the experimental 

position of the student and the authoritative position of the teacher, a confusing jarring 

can emerge, placing the student in a kind of rhetorical limbo. This position can be 

thought of as a parallax, wherein two perspectives on the same subject create 

dissonance. This interference is the product of two “lines of sight,” each obstructing the 

other's claim to legitimacy - an unsettling interruption in the flow of writing resulting from 

the student's adherence to certain institutionally learned behaviors that no longer apply 

outside of a university setting. The confusion that follows from being “abandoned” in an 

abysmal platform with no apparent authority is (post)pedagogically productive. It opens 
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a gap between the demands of class and the desires of the the student-subject, one 

that raises questions about existing assumptions and practices involved in writing.

This “parallax view” requires a new site of positioning, a space for unsanctioned 

experimentation under more comfortable, unrestrained spaces. If a subject is to 

experiment and paralogically roam free, this site must be free from institutional cues. 

Students must try to switch between their intuitive approach to writing and the formal 

practices that the classroom promotes, but without the security that the institution 

provides. In this novel position, the student may “lash out” or go silent, unsure how to 

express his or her thoughts in this foreign space. In either case, a new situation has 

emerged for which the student has no precedent and no clear topics on which to draw. 

The learned desires of the institution are absent in this new situation; the subject-in-

parallax tries to determine how to proceed. But while the indeterminacy of parallax is 

initially (and perhaps profoundly) confusing, the doubt becomes productive as the 

student-subject reflects on the difference between schooled writing behaviors and the 

freedom of experimentation in an attempt to find a “voice.” This new view emerges in 

spaces of play, of games, of instability and languages for expression that lie somewhere 

outside of process pedagogy.

Prior to the massive development of various networking sites and programs, the 

means of providing a fully independent site for the student to independently navigate 

and experiment were limited. Any attempt to provide a dissociative medium would have 

required closed-community networks, such as computer labs, that typically would have 

to be overseen by the instructor. In such cases, the classroom would not have changed 

but simply “gone digital.” Today, emergent technologies and social networks have so 
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proliferated that the resources required for independent exploration no longer require 

institutional oversight or even make it feasible. The social infrastructure, where an 

audience is built into the platform, self-regulates virtual communities. We will (re)turn to 

these spaces and languages as a means of developing a subject outside of subjugation. 

First, however, we should revisit the sites of traditional pedagogies to understand how a 

“parallax view” became necessary for the writing course to move beyond pedagogies of 

control.
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CHAPTER 2
THE POWER TRAP

Discussions of pedagogy traditionally involve some notion of psychology. The 

transfer of knowledge is understood, in part, as an affective engagement: a teacher 

communicates a model of the world which students absorb and integrate “on faith.” 

Pedagogies based on an almost scientific rationalization of transferring knowledge have 

faithfully set out to efficiently resolve the pedagogical aims of a composition classroom 

through cognitive and social psychology approaches to teaching. Either of these 

approaches centers on models of cognition, where systems of thought can offer a clear 

transfer of knowledge. This approach presumes that cognitive transference is 

something that can be scientifically approached in such a way that reproduces the 

“effective” models established as quite legitimate. Cognition models led to an increased 

illusion of control but neglected the more affective and associative qualities that 

manifest in writing. The attempt to efficiently organize course content and assignments 

become programmatic. The material produced in this spirit derives from “scientifically 

established” models of the brain and knowledge integration, which have functional 

accounts of the conscious, controlled mind but exclude emotional content and the 

products of the unconscious (repressions and neurotic manifestations). Even 

perspectives informed by cultural studies, a discipline that organizes in part around 

social sciences and lays claim to the subject in society, do not account for the emotional 

drives underlying behavior but “have as their primary purpose the establishment and 

maintenance of social bonds” reinforcing a total (macro) politics designed to propagate 

the ideological forces that shape the subjects of social networks rather than focusing on 
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the subjected student's internal relations to those forces (Vitanza 141). This reduces 

deeply affective social dynamics to forms of knowledge. These practices, although 

deemed legitimate and efficient, result in a reproduction of established practices rather 

than involving the student in invention, in the practice of writing.

Both the cognitive and social-psychological models structuring instruction stem 

from an Oedipal undercurrent that reproduces desire through a familial inheritance; in 

other words, the practices of transfer maintain predecessors and minimize the risk of 

deviating from tradition. In these cases, the student's development (socialization) is 

controlled in a way that reflects the teacher (the parental figure). Thus, the controlled 

content passes through the course (the channel) and reproduces the desires and laws 

that the antecedents have established. 

Vitanza, seeking a new mode of thinking through the problems inherent in these 

models, embraces Deleuze and Guattari's emphasis on the “micropolitics” of the 

subject, rather than the macropolitics of the social.  Attention to the student as its own 

subject, applied to the classroom, seeks a means outside the restraint and control of the 

traditional, Oedipal pedagogical situation. A micropolitical approach attempts a change 

in the subject within the educational institutions. It turns away from the controlled 

passing of values wherein the student becomes a replicant of antecedents. In an 

attempt to circumvent such sterile, cognitive models of pedagogy in favor of Lacanian 

psychoanalysis, Thomas Rickert extends Vitanza’s post-oedipal ethic to a reading of 

Slavoj Zizek, a theorist who applies Lacan to cultural studies. For Rickert, these 

considerations address the more affective, uncontrollable qualities of writing that 

transform the programmatic-student into a student-subject in the classroom. 
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In Acts of Enjoyment, Rickert indicates the role of navigating desire (more affect 

than cognition) in terms of psychoanalysis as central to any attempts to change a 

student as subject.  For Rickert, the tools of psychoanalysis offer a particularly strong 

framework for incorporating subject and desire, despite the marginalization of 

psychoanalysis from traditional cognitive intervention (and/or because of it). 

Psychoanalytic theory helps think through the development of a student because it 

“emphasizes the constitutive role of the individual in the production of social reality, and 

it provides sophisticated explanations about the complex (and still contested) relations 

between the personal and the social” (Rickert 4). This perspective provides insight into 

the desires and drives governing the student's everyday activity, including acts in and 

for a college course. It is a way to think through shifts in desire and confront the student 

as subject in his or her own right. This embrace of Lacanian theory attends to discursive 

positions as the origin of desire and demand in the classroom and the university. Its 

language offers a way to think through resistance to control in a dynamic way that 

considers the role of both teacher and student in a pedagogical situation. Through this 

language, Rickert hopes to extend Vitanza's rejection of a controllable pedagogy into 

cultural studies, extending the same principles of Vitanza's countertheses to the 

contemporary, socially minded classroom.

Traditional writing classrooms bind the student to control. Prefacing his three 

countertheses, Vitanza situates traditional pedagogical goals in the field of composition 

as a “will” to “control (this) language [of composing] (specifically, its modes of 

representation) for the general ends of both traditional and modern rhetoric(s)” thereby 

generating a homologous system of language that is teachable knowledge (Vitanza, 
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140). Courses driven by the three theses of composition (to systematize, establish 

authority, and teach language) inevitably feature a pedagogical dynamic of speaker and 

listener, the teacher and student. The teacher of a course establishes a sort of 

systematized rulebook for success in the class, intended to convey skills and knowledge 

required for being a productive subject with strong social bonds to society. The 

student’s responsibility is to perform to expected power dynamics in order to receive the 

credential that the course confers. This is exactly what Vitanza and Rickert seek to 

bypass. But here is the rub: in the attempt to misdirect or disorient the student within the 

classroom, any interaction inevitably falls into this power dynamic; the student pursues 

that disorientation with a goal of satisfying the demands of the classroom authority. The 

student perceives this due to the institutional discourses and precedents that strive to 

subjugate an individual to a network of social obligations. This ultimately restricts the 

student-subject's ability to act outside of organization, regardless of the teacher's intent.

Postpedagogies, such as Rickert’s or Vitanza's, are on the path to a desire-

oriented composition class, but they fall short of disrupting the physical environment of 

university discourse. Education reproduces ideological positions and expects certain 

behaviors from a subject. Experience inside an institution establishes social protocols 

and signifier-signified relationships that (re)enforce authority in order to control the 

individual's development and socialization. This power dynamic is built into a student’s 

relationship to education, reinforced by the consistent environmental and social contexts 

of professionalization, where the motivating factor of education is career based. 

Bypassing this homogenizing tradition requires carefully transgressing social 

expectations of performance and production. Misdirection in discussions and 
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assignments is effectively disorienting, but will always-already be framed in the space of 

pre-established ideological models and systems. There will always be chairs and a 

writing surface; there will always be a center of the room; there will always be signifiers 

to remind a student that she is in a classroom. 

Students can avoid control and enter a perspective of parallax through a volatile 

space outside the writing course. The subject leaves institutional context for a 

simultaneously operating space outside the boundaries of institutional control. However, 

the achievement and ultimate success of this “parallax view” depends on the instructor's 

willingness to give up control, to the extent that he or she can.

An instructor is always implicated in control and authority, to some degree. 

Disorienting students for growth and development does not relieve instructors from the 

demands that the institution places on them. However, by embracing the extra-

institutional forces that complement the writing classroom, we might teach students 

something about writing apart from mere compliance. 

This (counter) model introduces a paralogic force that operates in a social realm 

outside of the composition field, partially dissociated from the physical class space. It 

applies pressure to the imperative of control, disrupting the authority of knowledge with 

questions of efficacy in fluid composition environments. It requires a platform of noise 

generated from the wandering experimentation of the student in a space in which the 

student can generate interference, a subject-generated noise of his or her own that 

disrupts and disorients the traditional course design. This minimally-regulated 

experimental forum forces a student to intuitively navigate the increasingly fluid 

languages that are emerging as networked technologies generate discursive 
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communities at a seemingly unmanageable rate. The intent of counter-pedagogy is to 

shift from the control of language that traditional pedagogy demands to an inventive and 

poetic language whereby a subject generates an individual voice rather than having one 

imposed. The technologies of the digital age, specifically electronic social networks, 

offer such platforms.

Anyone teaching writing in our current cultural moment cannot help but consider 

new media networking technologies as new sites of writing that are radically different 

than those introduced through educational ideology. They are governed by different 

“laws” of composition. Such an unstable apparatus of communication makes control of 

language impractical, if not impossible. It interferes with a writing teacher’s course 

design insofar as it becomes the primary means of social interaction and writing 

practices among students. But instead of mourning the loss of traditional writing 

practices, teachers should embrace this interference. These uncontrollable exterior 

sites, in most cases incomprehensible to traditional language laws, are ideal for anti-

pedagogical forces. These sites do not have to replace the traditional writing classroom. 

In fact, they cannot, because they serve a different purpose altogether.

By embracing that different purpose, we can transform the openings that electronic 

communication technologies provide into opportunities for students to engage in 

inventive (ie, extra- or para- institutional) writing. The perpetually developing platforms 

and languages shift emphasis from known methods of invention to unknown methods of 

writing.  Instead of a singular institutional space, we open two perspectives on the same 

target: an internal space (the subject’s territory of thought, affect, and association) and 
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an external space (the structural components of reality which shape the day to day 

interactions).  
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CHAPTER 3
THE PARALLACTIC SPACE OF INVENTION

Detached from the classroom, an extra-institutional digital platform requires a 

language and rhetoric separate from traditional writing practices. Gregory Ulmer’s 

theory of writing for new media begins to describe a language that brings the affective 

ties to composition in the writing classroom.  “Electracy,” Ulmer's term for the ability to 

communicate fluently through contemporary technologies, provides a developing 

language of multimedia that is also an outlet to the unconscious, a force that is always 

present regardless of the mode of communication. Traditional writing practices promote 

propositions, declarative statements of meaning, which depend on a stable language of 

transparency where all parties can share an interpretation. Ideally, this excludes any 

unconscious interference. However, in multimedia (image, text, video, audio) the clear 

and conscious translation destabilizes as activating recognitions and associations 

create interference. Unstable and uncertain, electracy is governed more by affective 

associations than propositions. Memory access opens expression. Communication is 

limited only by a subject's inventive capacity; what a subject can picture, a subject can 

express using the flexible tools of the apparatus. Unlike the scientific focus of literacy, 

electracy aligns more closely with art, depending on cultural memory and transfer to 

convey a communicative effect. That is to say, where the subject registers an 

associative activation with an image or sound, he or she can record and transmit it, 

hoping that the receiver might feel that association. Affective language, placed on equal 

footing with cognitive propositions, provides an alternative voice for the student-
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subject's own intuition and experiences. In a space where affective and innovative 

invocations are valid, literacy suffers a loss of absolute authority.

Ulmer's contribution to the field of grammatology offers a starting point in the 

search for a means of subverting the space of literacy with a space of electracy. 

Applied Grammatology asserts that an “application of grammatology to teaching 

involves a rethinking of the 'space' in which the discourse of ideas take place. . . a 

displacement of educational transmissions from the domain of truth to that of 

invention”(AG 179).  The transition from a space of truth to a space of invention requires 

shifting from cognition/proposition to affect/Act. 

To compose in propositions is to assert a meaningful truth in language. 

Assignments based in literacy (a final paper, a response paper, even discussion 

questions are dependent on literal interpretation) place a student “inside” the space of 

truth, even when she is at home typing on a computer. The fantasy constructed within 

the collegiate setting extends to whatever other practices are behaviorally ingrained. 

Even simple tools of writing like the word processor1 can trigger the institutional impulse 

to perform to truth. This is an understandable, and somewhat necessary, extension of 

the university that maintains a standardized genre of communication. However, not 

providing a space of experimentation extends writing practices only as far as they 

pertain to measures of truth, or even correctness. In this case, the student's writing is 

restrained to regulation, hindering exploration of the new media apparatuses that shape 

21st century communications. Writing without restriction requires applying a different 
1 One might think of an affective deconstructive analysis of the Microsoft Word program, examining each 
element as an iconic antagonist: the toolbar and ruler as a string of signs and marks, each imprinted with 
the affective association of its use (ie paper writing for a composition class) rather than the utility of the 
tool. How often do we take advantage of the flexible margins, spaces, or mark-ups that can extend the 
utility of the 'page' on the screen?
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logic than traditional, controlled rhetoric. Writing for new media seeks a free exploration 

and experimentation with language that invents rather than replicates. Speaking on the 

difference between the logic of print and hypermedia, Ulmer suggests that "this 

difference in 'logics' is the point of departure for imagining what a new rhetoric will do 

that does not argue but that replaces the logic governing argumentative writing with 

associational networks" (Heuretics 18). These associational networks follow a rhetoric 

of invention rather than control. Ulmer's promotion of heuretics, the branch of 

philosophy that deals with logics of invention, is a structuring approach to 

experimentation where the student invents the method-game as he goes. In a space 

mapped by this flexible approach to invention, a student-subject may paralogically 

wander through his own desires, away from the supervision of the instructor; in this 

case, the heuretic method becomes the analyst, conveying the expectations of the 

course based on the “rules” of the (invented) game while the instructor only outlines the 

experimental procedure. 

Heuretics is "the general name for generating a method out of theory" that 

underlies invention (Heuretics 39). Heuretics provides a way to engage the student-

subject in an inventive process while leaving the method itself to serve as analyst to the 

process of invention rather than the teacher in the position of supervisor-manager. It 

uses the student's own internal multilingual vocabulary of associations as the fuel for the 

generative method. This method serves as a means of structuration; an experimental 

paradigm that the student improvises within, structuring his own process and product as 

they go. This contains the associations that direct "free-style" associative writing 

towards a target. All of the adventure that stems from curiosity persists alongside sets of 
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tools and procedures which are established but unmonitored. There is no expectation of 

generated “truth.” It is an experimental method, a wandering through a laboratory 

testing and playing with the various chemicals and tools of discovery. Heuretics 

provides the equipment for the laboratory without declaring its agenda and 

expectations. While the researcher is away, the lab techs play. 

A space of invention must be dissociated from the institutionally mandated space 

of knowledge in order for the student-subject to wander free, without the anxiety of truth. 

This requires utilizing a platform unfamiliar to the university. Unlike school authorized 

electronic course-programs (such as Blackboard and Sakai), platforms that offer a 

space of invention must be free from institutional mandates. And if there is anyone in 

the classroom familiar with a space of invention, it should be the student. Writing 

platforms such as Tumblr or Facebook are culturally and practically established 

separate from institutional reign, providing a setting for experimentation in electracy. 

This experimentation, featuring an expanded toolset (thanks to the apparatus), allows 

the student-subject to move freely, outside the space of truth. The space of invention 

begins to re-inscribe the learning situation, and the desires of the subject come to the 

foreground. This explosive space, jarring the student from the space of truth, presents 

itself as the space of parallax, where truth and invention contend for the subject.

Experimentation and invention depends on intuition. The motivation to investigate 

the relationship between elements derives from a gut feeling of relevance. Electronic 

platforms, especially social networks that support multimedia, offer “a machine whose 

operations match the variable sensorial encoding that is the basis for intuition, a 

technology in which cross-modality may be simulated and manipulated for the writing of 
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an insight, including the interaction of verbal and non-verbal materials and the guidance 

of analysis by intuition, which constitute creative or inventive thinking" (Heuretics 140-

141). Writing becomes more about associative, creative production of feeling rather 

than a scientific communication of knowledge.  Electronic social media is the technology 

“for augmenting the intuitions of inference, for writing with the logic of the unconscious" 

(Heuretics 224).

The contention between the space of inventive expression (electracy) and the 

space of truth (literacy) marks the event that can reorganize a student-subject's 

relationship with writing. Where these two “reality” spaces are superimposed, the 

subject is torn between the desire to express and invent and the desire to perform to 

truth. This confrontation of the subject with his or her conflicting desires is the catalyst of 

the reorganizing (micro)event that marks a change in the student's relation and 

practices in daily life. The spaces of truth and invention occupy the (anti)pedagogical 

parallax, the moment of indeterminacy and loss when two perspectives of an object are 

simultaneously presented and reveal two incommensurable versions of the same 

object. The student-subject attempts to find footing as the control of the classroom 

becomes slippery. This is the fissure of the symbolic order of language; signs and 

structures become unstable. This parallactic fissure produces a liberating, albeit 

confusing, dissonant state of mind in the subject. The student experiments with the 

various elements of composition in the name of an adventurous experiment of curiosity. 
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CHAPTER 4
DOUBLE-VALUED WRITING: UPON A PUN, A PARALLAX

The subject's recognition of a pun (an accident of association) reflects an 

unexpected multiplicity of meanings.  In a sense, the pun marks the failure of the 

dominant language system to allow full articulation of the imaginary. The pun is an 

eruption of jouissance, used by Lacan to indicate the transgression of regulations in an 

act of enjoyment, bursting forth from within the stifling voice of truth and denotation. It 

momentarily disrupts the flow of discourse and destabilizes interpretation in a moment 

of enjoyment and dismay for the subject. The pun's slip reveals an agency, within the 

subject or language. It reveals the paradox that language at once restricts and enables. 

The subject's moment of recognition activates a performative component of language, 

destabilizing the signifier, “elud[ing] the grasp of power” (Rickert 90).  

A pun carries no inherent quality that fundamentally constitutes it as such; the pun 

(re)activates a subject's signifier-chain. But a pun is only valuable in retrospect, after it 

has emerged. When recognized, it forces a dissonance in the organization of pragmatic 

information that supposedly provides a “smooth” transmission of thoughts and feelings. 

Instead of one telepathic meaning transferred between subjects, the sign/mark leaves 

more of a “clairvoyant” impression that destabilizes the certainty of perception. The 

subject engages multiple perspectives on the same sign (one telepathic/certain 

transmission of information, a multiplicity of possible interpretations in 

clairvoyant/uncertain visions). Facing indeterminate intention, the subject confronts the 

tension between internal and external realities, each of which seems full but 

fundamentally lacks a certainty that would confirm a coherent, meaningful reality.  This 
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pair-o(f)-lacks necessitates navigation to confirm the “reality” of the sign multifariously 

presented by the perspectives, equivocating meaning. Eventually, the subject reconciles 

the difference, but until that parallax is resolved, the subject remains divided; the pun's 

transgression must return to regulation if the conversation is to resume. Exploration of 

that opening can be maddeningly productive in the space of invention.

In psychoanalysis, reflection and self-examination are resources for revealing the 

psychic composition of the subject and inciting a change in the subject's relation to self, 

experience, and externality. But the practice of psychoanalysis requires a staged 

platform or site for this exploration2. The notion of confronting internal conflicts through 

an articulated narrative is projected from the subject, whether in thematic apperception 

tests, Rorschach tests, or journal writing. The basis of a great degree of subject 

composition stems from the experiences and traumas that have shaped the drives of 

the subject's unconscious. These events hide, deferred, as "temporality itself becoming 

integral to the production of the neurosis"(Rickert 23). Neurotic behaviors and practices 

emerge, obstructing anxiety, manifesting in eruptions of excess, practices that please 

the subject but serve no practical purpose (jouissance). Language carries this neurotic 

content in its signifiers.

Ulmer draws on the unconscious potency of language from psychoanalysis, 

particularly Jacques Lacan's insight into the hidden features of langugage. In an attempt 

to explain the ambiguous nature of speech and writing, Ulmer evokes Lacan's lalangue, 

the performative and presentational aspects of language that eludes the structure of 

language and affects interpretation. Unconscious slips reveal deviant associations and 

2 Just as the analyst uses a clinical space to work in talk-therapy, the student requires a forum to express 
herself safely and without external criticism, governed by social imperatives.
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recognitions. These deviations interfere with “transparent” symbolic, technical language. 

They transgress established meanings and threaten the assumed transparency in 

communication3. This transgression enacts violence on the stable signifier. The 

presence of the unconscious. complicates and violates semiotic positivism, under which 

every element is known to be what its marker indicates (i.e., as in the periodic table of 

elements). The unconscious confuses the signs, generating accidental meanings from 

the (in)secure signifier. This infects the assumed totality with a suspicion of 

equivocation.  Still, the Lacanian “lalangue does not consist of just saying 'anything at 

all,' but only what the homophonic principle permits” (AG 205). The recognition of signs 

restrains the activation of the unconscious knowledge of language.

The leeching of lalangue in speech becomes preserved in writing. However, like 

speech, the recording function of writing is doubly bound. Canonized language turns on 

itself when lalangue intervenes. Writing is not a scientific, symbolic language dealing 

with signifieds; writing carries its own baggage. The signifiers are not linked to the 

signified, but other signifiers in a network of relations, based on the repetition of the 

signifier through experience, thus the sign is linked to the unconscious. Certain relevant 

associations and connotations mark the (re)activation, while less contextually relevant 

links are repressed. Each encounter with language activates both an affective memory 

and reveals a double-value: the recall of proposition, the recognition of affect. It 

appears, based on experience and latent associations and connotations, lending an 

underlying force of unconscious knowledge in language. The non-biological memory, 

3 The assumption that long distance communications convey a direct transmission of thoughts and 
feelings may be thought of as an assumption of 'telepathy,' that excludes the possibility of failure of 
delivery or absence of contextual markers that ensure a clear transmission. For further elaboration and 
complication of the concept, see J.H. Miller's book The Medium is the Maker.
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activated in the subject's encounter with a signifier, is hypomnemonic; the ideographic 

meaning and the phonetic elements emerge, bound together by language. Through this 

double-band, hypomnesis (concerned with the apparatus/prosthesis of artificial 

memory) “provides the notion of memory needed to comprehend the function of the 

unconscious in knowing” (AG 75). 

Ulmer emphasizes psychoanalytic interpretations of dreams as a model for 

double-valued writing. The dream already reverses “phoneticization, which is the 

fundamental principle of grammatology as Writing,” stripping the content of the signified 

to indeterminacy, as content contains both a literal meaning and an associative, 

affective one. The latent, unconscious content that underlies the manifestation of writing 

presents the enigma, detached from “rules of reality” and ripe for the pluralistic 

exploration. The approach to resolve the cryptographic content of the dream in a 

transformative way requires sorting through the knotted the networks of associations. 

The affective links in recognition warp in the overlap of conscious and unconscious 

mind; the unconscious knowledge latent in language manifests in a state of cohabitation 

with symbolic language. Reflecting on the cohabitation of subject and lalangue, Ulmer 

suggests that the resulting emission (speech, mark) “is a kind of copulation productive 

of bliss” (AG 203).  The excess of what is meant to say lingers in supplemental 

pleasure.  

These productions of bliss (jouissance) can be voiced through Acts of Writing 

(differentiated from writing as subjective expression). The emergence of electracy offers 

a language for the Act, and the social connectivity perpetuated by the internet offers a 
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space of invention. In the act of writing on such a personal platform, the student 

confronts subject transformation, a

rhetorical issue, hinging on our notions of persuasion, language, and 
subjectivity itself, but it is crucially threaded through temporality, 
whichdemarcates a series of complex questions about relations to the past, 
the emergence of a split or fissured subject structured by time, and decision 
making. Subjectivity and time, knowledge and power, body and place, 
language and world all come together here in an intricate rhetorical knote. 
(Rickert 14, 15)

The immediate problem is creating a space outside of time and presence, where the 

subject can self-examine his knot of subjectivity without depending on narrativizing the 

experience in the language expected of him in the moment of reflection. The digital 

space of invention, a platform of electracy, is liberated from literacy and lends itself as 

memory prosthesis, freely written and preserved for examination. It provides the 

medium for subject transformation.

The internet has a fundamental connection to archiving and offers a platform for 

a student-subject's personal exploration.  It preserves and shares data across networks, 

forming a virtual prosthesis for collective memory. The preserved data, designed to 

promote dissemination, is accessible at any time to any party. The internet archives 

every mark (input) left on its surface. Each log is as accessible as the previous; all exist 

simultaneously. It serves as Freud's Mystic Writing Pad. The platform collects 

processes and stores those marks for (re)activation; the current moment presents every 

preceding action and the electronic network becomes the ultimate archive of action and 

writing.  When the network recalls the information, the presentation becomes a mirror of 

the subject. The marks of data trace the subject and his or her history of impressions 

that, in their belatedness, compose an avatar of “self.” Networked platforms offer a 
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public/private forum that is, in total, the written identity. Exploring and experimenting in 

the inventive space of self-writing can untangle the knot of the subject, perhaps 

resulting in transformation. 

Combining psychoanalytic interrogation with this electrate personal-platform, we 

can consider the space of invention as a site of subject transformation as well as 

adaptive writing practices. This combination opens a meta-view of subject. The subject-

knot exposed in Acts of inventive space serves as a mirror to the student-subject. That 

mirror allows her to work out her internal/external psychic relations through sets of ever 

evolving tools designed to serve the desires of a subject. It then preserves this process 

of invention, confronting the student with her attempts to speak for herself, outside the 

truth-demands of knowledge. Outside of truth-demands, the propositional claim, 

knowledge becomes the subject of “the pun, which simulates in writing the effect of 

intuition (the convergence of emotional sets), may be visual as well as verbal” 

(Heuretics 228). Unbound from text-truth, the multimedia pun situates the student-

subject as a Writer with her own flexible language, supplementing the position of 

institutional reader that stems from the classroom with her own emotional input on an 

otherwise scientific means of expression. 
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CHAPTER 5
THE QUEST FOR AN AUDIENCE; THE EXTRA-INSTITUTIONAL AGENCY

The space of invention placed in parallax with the space of truth provides the 

student-subject a way to interrogate his relationship with knowledge and writing, but still 

requires a motivation to Write (understood as practice of grammatology). Restricted to 

student/teacher interaction, the “inventive” writing is targeted directly at the teacher; 

agency is still attached to institutional performance, with no external validation for the 

affective, telepathic transmission (“do you feel what I feel?”) and no means of 

registering the impact of such Writing in the world.  Fortunately, networked platforms 

feature massive community spaces that surpass the circulation of institutional control. In 

the potential for mass circulation, the student-subject can experiment with various 

tactics, media, and structures in attempts to connect his affective associations with 

another individual.  With no pre-ordained propositions, only the student-subject's desire 

to communicate and act limits the audience in an impossibly expansive network of other 

subjects. 

Electracy renounces the language of the law, the father's demand for obedience, 

in a spirit of lalangue4, a (re)turn to tongues of desire. Electracy is grammatological; 

electronic space, when fully engaged as a platform for circulating discourse, demands 

transgression of certainty through creative activity in a doubly-bound “Act of enjoyment,” 

rooted in art and science. Electronic space fosters indeterminacy, where equivocations 

dominate. Electracy is its enlightened language of desire, transforming signs into 

figurative expression.  The communities that evolve follow this space of invention and 
4 In contrast to lalangue is language itself, in its semiotic structure and linguistic utterance, is scientific 
and mechanical, intended to eliminate categorical overlap or mistaken meaning. It is only a tool of the 
speaker to articulate an imaginative thing-outside-the-Thing, and in pure function would mimic the binary 
language of identification that digital processors utilize.
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Write online with grammatology's methodology, “operating on every manner of 

inscription, circulating in the universe of discourse as an interruption, a disturbance that 

excites (incites, not insights), generating 'information'.” (AG 314). However, this 

hysterical Writing practice destabilizes signs. Each signifier in the environment becomes 

a pun, a projected (un)meaning on a presumably stable object.

The connotative, associative attachments that accompany grammatology raises a 

question of dissemination of idioms. Ulmer astutely points out that “a pure idiom is not 

language; it becomes so only through repetition”, but as a byproduct of repetition, the 

idiom inevitably takes on multiple associations as the idiom appears in multiple contexts 

(AG 81). The subject adjusts meaning whenever the sign appears in familiar discursive 

communities. Certain idioms, acronyms, and neologisms (pwned, LOL, N00b) are 

traces of the writing communities that emerge from spaces of invention to circulate 

outside of stable, homogenized language. Naturally they face resistance in general 

rhetoric, where the specialized terminology lacks roots. Meanings inscribed onto signs 

disseminate once these writing communities grow to a large enough scale to enact a 

bleeding-over into colloquial discourse, but still retain their trace of double meaning. As 

these generative writing communities proliferate, a user/visitor/tourist “chooses the path 

or line through the place provided” in the constructed information environment, and 

“writes with paradigms (sets), not arguments" (Heuretics 38). When communities such 

as these develop and grow, their idioms spread throughout other Writing communities, 

eventually establishing a generative network that, as a collective, carries an agency. 

The desire to speak is fueled by the potential to be heard. This sense of agency can 

motivate a student to Write responsibly, with her own voice.
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A concrete, social application of Electracy is presented in Ulmer's most recent 

work, Electronic Monuments, a theorizing and modeling of developing social agency in 

the civic life increasingly conducted over the Internet. The foundation of Ulmer's 

Electronic Monuments is the MEmorial, a site peripheral to any physical monuments or 

testaments to disaster, that “witnesses (monitors) a disaster in progress” (EM xxvvi). 

The site connects a trauma to the individual subjects that compose the civic space and 

“gathers these individual experiences of self-scrutiny to produce the reflexivity of the 

group subject” (EM 102). The  MEmorial “experiments with the Internet as a prosthesis 

of the (political) unconscious by mapping the features that fall within and outside the 

lines of the group subject” and attempts to intervene in the “collective process that 

sanctions certain images and not others, around which group subjects form” (EM 18, 

100).  Electracy, the developing language of the Memorial's medium, situates the 

subject into a supplementary position of the external discourse where her own beliefs 

and compositions convey an agency that liberates a subject to pursue her desire (“My 

voice is valuable and can affect the community”) rather than submit or resign to demand 

(“If there is nothing I can do, why bother?”).

The personal site of construction is generated as a Mystory, a subjective self-

exploration that presents itself as a secret. A community, centered on a monumental 

construction of their desire to speak and be understood, collects these Mystory(s) and 

generates a larger, louder group-subject.  Constructing a Mystory eventually finds an 

antagonizing bit of information, a punctum (sting) in the external world that activates a 

reaction, a double impression of something that is but should not be (is not in 

accordance with the internal reality), which in turn activates other associations (a 
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subject border that marks transgression), gradually filling the lack of literacy with a 

meditation similar to “collage or assemblage, a series of fragments, connected by the 

repetition of certain signifiers and scenes” (EM 119). This is a reflection of the Lacanian 

sinthome, the collection of symptoms that do (k)not make sense in terms of stable 

meaning, but reflect the collection of experiences and beliefs that compose a subject; 

hypomneumic devices hide the translation of meaning, masking a sign with an infinite 

plurality of interpretations, leaving the “tourist” (visiting reader) to engage in paranoid 

readings of schizophrenic texts, attempting to break the code and learn the secret 

authorial logic. Just as the pun is only meaningful to individuals who can recognize the 

imposed meaning, the Mystory can only be cracked by a paranoid frenzy of 

(mis)connections. The speaker/listeners engage in a cycle of desire, each deriving a 

pleasure from the transgression of internal/external space. The subject of the Mystory 

derives a sense of jouissance from secretly saying the unsayable, while visitors derive 

pleasure from “breaking the code” (or at least believing that they have).

This is what differentiates social media platforms from more traditional self-

explorative writing practices such as journaling. In the journal, the audience is reduced 

to the student subject (the target of change) and the instructor. Here we again 

encounter the influence of demand overwhelming desire in the request to ask a student 

to engage in internal/external boundaries. While the student subject may be able to 

derive some measure of jouissance from “pulling one over” on the teacher with inside 

jokes or coded language, she will never experience the satisfaction of receiving 

acknowledgment for her transgression from a subject group (Writing community of like-

minded-individuals). With the privacy of play (seemingly) revoked, the more 
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experimental tactics of self-expression withdraw. The joys of punning mirror this 

problem. A pun depends on the chance of recognition and acknowledgment that might 

verify the trick, confirm the possibility of meanings. With a wider audience, the odds of 

recognition serve the speaker/maker and the Act of Writing becomes an Act of 

enjoyment, the expression of a secret to those who might receive it.

In order to satisfy these desires, the subject must deconstruct herself, reconciling 

her internal fidelities, associations, icons, etc. with the social sphere, effectively 

communicating while subverting the dominant means of mastery of communications. 

The confrontation of the subject with her sinthome drives the subject to resolve the 

conflicts generated between the internal reality and the external world that is the 

“shared reality” of civic space. Confronted with the question “is that what I really think? 

Is my message lost in the mail?” the subject must turn to her symptomatic map 

(Mystory) as a means of navigating the parallax that emerges from the pun. This 

confrontation with the sinthome becomes an image in a funhouse mirror, where the 

subject tries to differentiate what she sees in the mirror (the Mystory, the knotted 

sinthome) from what the subject believes she sees herself as, all the while knowing that 

the image is distorted. This self-examination of writing practices has the potential for 

transformative epiphanies as accidents of interpretation open possibilities of realizations 

in re-reading. 
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CHAPTER 6
TRANSFORMING THE READERLY/WRITERLY: SUBJECT IN PARALLAX

On the simplest level, the subject experiencing parallax of perspectives is in the 

midst of a contradiction. When seen from a certain perspective, an object has certain 

characteristics that may disappear or distort (and/or be joined by new, unfamiliar 

characteristics) when viewed from a substantially different position. The subject’s 

framework for reality shifts out of alignment when actuality violates expectations and 

assumptions. A parallactic dissonance confronts and destabilizes the “secure” structure 

and creates the possibility of subject transformation (altering the “rules of reality”). In the 

face of this dissonance, any  resolution (determination of valid viewpoint) requires a 

(re)cognition and an organizing structure, but the transformative (micro)event requires a 

novel structuring rather than an incorporation into a pre-existing structure. In a 

pedagogy of parallax, transformation depends on countering “readerly” consumption 

(space of truth) with a “writerly” process (space of invention); the univocal profession of 

truth is countered with a plurality of possibilities that creates an enigmatic difference 

and, if negotiated, can lead to a change in the subject. However, confronting parallax is 

difficult for a subject. Difference and indeterminacy threatens the compulsion for totality.

The subject in search of totality is a “readerly” subject, whose basic requirement is 

“to end, to fill, to join, to unify” (Barthes 105). The “readerly” subject extends Roland 

Barthes' notion of a disposable reading style (read it once, fit to the model, and buy the 

next book) to social/cultural settings. If we consider the learning situation (environment, 

knowledge, authority figure, etc) to be a text, then the “readerly” subject seeks to make 

a series of decisions that can secure an interpretation. The “readerly” impulse is to 
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minimize resistance in the encounter with a text, avoiding any sense of indeterminacy. 

Each encounter of the “readerly” subject requires the fantasy of knowledge and 

wholeness (narrative of truth) that unconsciously protects the subject from plurality, 

whereby no interpretation or decision is more legitimate than another.

Barthes' counter-model to the “readerly” is the “writerly,” a laborious engagement 

with the text that embraces a plurality of voices over a stable, univocal reading. As 

Barthes points out, the single voice (author/teacher) “does no labor, transforms nothing: 

it expresses,” but when those voices pluralize, the attempt to make sense of the multiple 

becomes a transformative labor (Barthes 160). The “writerly” subject discards the literal 

denotations promoted in a “productive,” univocal reading in lieu of a more affective 

engagement, whereby connotations and associations provide entrance points into a 

tangled knot of narrative of composition. To tangle and untangle these textual scenes is 

to play with the “rules of reality,” shifting in and out of positions of truth and inventing the 

text. Assigning the responsibility of the “writerly” to the space of invention accesses the 

voices of indeterminacy.

The subject is a volatile collection of integrated information linked to the “rules of 

reality.” Any recognizable stimulus activates a galaxy of experiences and associations 

within a chained network of signs (connotation). In turn, the activation draws on 

emotional content (connotations) to inform the conscious mind's interpretation of scene. 

We assume our behaviors are contingent on the conscious recall (determinate 

denotation), unaware of the unconscious influence. The subject is perpetually becoming 

the subject-in-situation, adjusting his or her network of associations recalled for 

behavior to react to the recognized context. 
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In a pedagogy of parallax, the indeterminacy in the inventive supplemental space 

generates an analytic pressure that undermines the expectations and assumptions of 

students through authoritative silence. Without any reinforced structure (the inventive 

space of the internet is always structuring, but never structured), the student is 

positioned as a hysteric performer seeking a way to voice “the answer.” Opposite the 

hysteric, the analytic force (the “writerly” mirror) denies any response to the subject 

seeking answers, instead offering a mirror that presents the subject with his own 

desires. In the end, the subject must resolve his desires on his own terms and sense, 

rather than attempting to perform to the expectations that the teacher is presumed to 

hold. The analytic force suspends the student-subject's simple “readerly” classroom and 

bypasses pedagogical progress demands (let us agree to move on). Denotations 

become unreliable while connotations become useful tools of examination. This 

suspension values the realm of the “writerly” (space of invention) as a game of 

meaning, with no stakes in “reality.” The subject who becomes aware of and confronts 

the instability produced (through the prohibition of determinacy) subsequently enters 

into an incommensurable parallax —this is the subject of the (micro)event.  The student-

subject who recognizes that parallax as a funhouse mirror (distortions of the self, 

exposing an alternate body) gains access to her own drives. She simultaneously 

accesses the I-that-was and the I-that-is-becoming, conflicting sets of “rules of reality” 

that attempt to assert force on the subject's fidelities and subsequent behaviors that 

require a revisitation of the experience.  

The success of parallax in generating a (micro)event is not guaranteed. However, 

a responsible grammatologist can open up the possibilities for the epiphanies that 
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indicate the transition from parallax to resolution; a parallactic pedagogy offers the 

subject an opportunity to accept a change in their organization of fidelity, behavior, and 

knowledge. A successful postpedagogy focuses on constructing a course design that 

orients its method in parallax of perspectives and challenges the student.  A writing 

course that operates on parallax challenges the student to independently navigate their 

desire through the Acts of Writing that opens access to the organization of the subject. 

However, in order to truly increase the odds that such a complex tactic has in mind, this 

writing needs to take place in a novel and inventive environment where the associations 

of class space have not (as of yet) been reconstructed to its demanding purposes. 

These reorganizations of the subject induced by a (micro)event can resonate outside of 

the term of the writing course, subtly restructuring relations to knowledge across 

disciplines as the understanding of Writing practices informs his institutional writing.
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CHAPTER 7
IMPOSSIBLE EVALUATION

Pedagogy strangles the passion for self-expression, the desire to be understood 

and recognized as a valuable speaker. Recently, a student of mine related a disturbing 

story about her high school AP English course. The class was assigned a paper on The 

Great Gatsby, which happened to be my student's favorite book at the time, in 

preparation for the AP English exam. Excited, my student went to her teacher and 

asked if she could weave her personal experiences into her analysis (presumably 

playing off emotional responses to certain scenes). She showed her an outline and 

draft, and the teacher patiently listened and read. My student told me her response was 

approximately: "No grader cares what you think, they just want the right answer." We 

can understand the teacher's position as an indication of incompetent understanding of 

Writing practices and/or responsible commitment to institutional expectations (and thus 

the student's professional success). Whether the creative approach would have worked 

or not was not in question. A response that dismisses the student's desire as 

incompatible with the demand reduces writing to requirement. The student conforms, 

and potentially masters the "proper" method to pass (although not in my student's case), 

but at the expense of her relationship to Writing. I've discussed the performance anxiety 

that develops from these contradictory teaching practices with countless students over 

the years. With only a few exceptions, all of them express discomfort with writing for 

class. Intuition, desire to speak, the will to share thoughts—all are overpowered by an 

anxiety of expectations in proper form, essentially alienating a student's writing from 

Writing. I share this discomfort. My attempts to dissociate the student from the space of 
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truth stems from my desire to circumvent these learned anxieties that, in turn, stem from 

the mandate of evaluation in education.  

Inevitably, discussing "teachable" writing practices for new media technologies 

raises unavoidable questions about evaluation. Encouraging experimentation, invention, 

mistakes, and self-examination places an incredible strain on grading and evaluating 

success (“were my instructional goals, as instructor, met?”), an unfortunate side effect 

of developing novel practices. We need to develop our students' relationship to writing 

on a mutating medium, but we have to evaluate their attempts to disregard stable 

writing practices, which inevitably sets boundaries around the student's practices (“no, a 

successful blog looks like this”). The catch seems maddening. To teach the unteachable 

would require dismantling pedagogy as a practice. Our position as instructors is based 

on our authority to evaluate students, which requires restrictions, which in turn implies 

control. We hold this control dearly, for the sake of our jobs. 

A traditional composition class, where the rules of writing are established and 

secure, features rubrics and goals that can be evaluated through checkpoints. 

Guidelines establish a "measure" of performance that can be judged as "appropriate" or 

"inappropriate" based on the stated expectations of the course, and assigned a 

percentage of performance value. When the writing course is reduced to mechanics and 

technics of established practice, it is easy to monitor and evaluate the student's 

progress as a “good writer.” A pedagogue can confidently claim his titular success 

based on these evaluations, marked and measured. 

An extra-institutional site for unrestrained writing does not lend itself to such clarity 

and confidence. The practices of invention are not suited for immediate evaluation of 
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“effectiveness.” The Acts come in fragments. The private writing that attempts to 

articulate desire encounters failures and missteps, all vital to the refinement of writing 

practices. A long term effect of self-reflection and transformation is impossible to 

measure, much less guarantee. Understandably, this causes concern. While we can 

evaluate writing for the traditional classroom, a space of truth, attempts to grade a 

space of invention would only project a pedagogue's biases and dispositions onto the 

student, measuring them by proxy of "what would I do?” and “what would change me?" 

Evaluating experimental Writing betrays our student's trust in the safety of the detached 

space, undermining the inventive potential for the student. Passing judgment on the 

success of experimentation violates the agreement that allows the student to Act on her 

own desires, without penalty for “error.” On the other hand, not evaluating Writing 

considers all Acts as equal, discarding criticism for relativism. Avoiding judgment in the 

name of relativism entrusts the development of the student-as-inventor to a natural 

process. At best, evaluation of Writing depends on determining measures of 

participation (complete the project), development of voice (refining a style), and general 

cleverness. However, these decisions are based on our opinions as subjects, not 

pedagogues. Any evaluation of inventive space balances detachment from authority 

and confident feedback. It is an impossible balance, one that destabilizes the 

instructor's self-confidence.

Separating the classroom-pedagogue from the online-facilitator is an impossible 

task. I have struggled to return Writing to my students while still teaching the 

institutionally approved technics of "formal" composition (writing). I was quick to identify 

social media platforms as a deauthorized space, a disembodied means of relaxing the 
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tension of the traditional classroom, but maintaining a class with two agendas 

(truth/control vs. invention/liberation) was, and still is, an impossible balance. 

Regardless of my intent to provide a bohemian Writing experience for a student, I 

inevitably imagined what my projects might look like, and what the process could do at 

various stages. I carry my desire into my design, resisting the impulse to course-correct 

for deviations from my imagined outcomes. I certainly wanted to help my students with 

their extra-institutional Acts of Writing, but any advice that I gave risked being taken as 

command rather than suggestion.  The instinct to jump in and steer the student in her 

"free" writing interferes with my intent to allow the student to develop independently. I 

modified my course designs each semester, attempting to bypass or at least 

compensate for my own hopes and goals. 

In my first attempt to incorporate an electronic component to a technical writing 

course, I used the networking software Skype as the vehicle for corporate role-playing. 

Students formed into departments and met online where the course assignments 

progressed independently of class time. As the faux-CEO, my oversight of meetings 

and personal "business" conferences was a thin disguise for "grader." I remember 

sitting in on a group-chat with a “department” of four students during a brainstorming 

session where the students would interrupt their process every five minutes to ask me 

“are we doing it right?” I fumbled for a way to give feedback without taking command of 

the meeting. Any remote critique I offered was immediately, and dogmatically, 

appropriated. The freedom of the session turned against me as the students attempted 

to fish out what they thought I wanted. The dissociation turned into long-distance 

learning rather than experimentation. 
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In another course, I employed weekly blog writing as an exploration of special 

topics. In attempt to establish a self-regulating social writing community, I required 

cross-comment quotas for each week. Unfortunately, the arguments and blog design 

tended to replicate my template (I  participated in the same project). Students tended to 

pick out one or two special topics and meet quota by commenting on the same blogs 

throughout the semester. With too many blogs to track, students didn't have the energy 

to read through 20 entries a week and respond thoughtfully. In the absence of peer 

feedback, my own comments tended to provide a univocal source for obedience. 

In an attempt to self-motivate the student's experimentation through play, I went so 

far as to design a game of Writing. I used a text-based MMORPG (massively 

multiplayer online role-playing game) to establish a dissociated fantasy world where 

each student anonymously controlled a character through compositions of position 

arguments, completely open to any Acts of writing imaginable. The character and the 

student were separate entities. As moderators, my co-teacher and I would award 

experience points and unique items to reflect qualities of the composition, but these 

judgments were rooted in our subjective evaluation of cleverness and left unexplained. 

In order to provide possible approaches to inventive arguments, my co-teacher and I 

assumed the role of four non-playable characters, our identities as anonymous as the 

students (the students were completely unaware that we were playing). The game was 

enormously popular, sometimes featuring over 30 action submissions (arguments) a 

week, but as moderators, we were unable to keep up with activity, reducing the 

student's response and adjustment in writing practices. Expanding the game to include 
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two classes (who played together) created a large enough pool of players to self-

regulate quality of writing and participation, but our feedback was vague, at best.

The nomadic search for a balance is vital to adapting to the conditions of a new 

writing practice. As of yet, I still haven't been able to devise a course that eliminates my 

influence of control while still evaluating and responding to the student's development. 

Any measure of transformation in a student's relationship to Writing depends on faith – 

the persistence of such change (submissive or natural) cannot be confirmed without 

extensive follow-up with each student. While the impossible task of evaluating the 

competency of a student, and thereby a teacher, in an inventive space is troubling, it isn 

not disabling. A constant pursuit of a new, better method prevents institutionalizing 

these spaces, refusing to apply the same method twice. The indeterminacy of design 

preserves the space of invention as space of analyst. A pre-determined, “perfected” 

inclusion of extra-institutional space in a course design falls into the same fantasy of 

stability that traditional writing practices get trapped in. It is precisely the impossible 

question of evaluation and effectiveness that reserves the extra-institutional space for 

the student rather than the teacher. Once systematized, the electronic space becomes 

a conformed expansion of the university, and the shift to parallax is prevented; the 

electronic project becomes a variation of the traditional research paper or essay 

assignment, measured by verifiable expectation rather than questions of “proper” 

innovation and transformation. 

I doubt that a standard of evaluation for a pedagogy of parallax could ever exist. 

Entrusting a safe space for invention requires acknowledging that an effective measure 

for subject transformation will never exist. As we struggle to find ways of teaching 
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Writing for an electrate generation, we need to recognize and accept the difficulty of 

navigating an unfamiliar space. While our secure position as the authority of the 

physical classroom develops mastery of literary practices, authority over platforms of 

invention stunt the development and transformation of the students. Anxiety over loss of 

control and confidence in the writing course should not govern the promotion of 

electracy. Instead, we should focus on utilizing these spaces and developing ambivalent 

evaluative practices that entrusts the student to develop their own practices of Writing.  
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